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As part of the response to the humanitarian needs during the on-going conflict in northeast Nigeria, the International Organization for 
Migration (IOM) is supporting the National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA) and State Emergency Management Agency 
(SEMA) in the management of IDP camps. IOM has deployed 98 Site Management Facilitators who are supporting SEMA/NEMA camp 
management staff in the management of IDP sites. IOM is also managing some IDP sites on behalf of SEMA/NEMA where government 
camp managers are not present. IOM contributes to the overall northeast Nigeria humanitarian response through speedy reporting of 
gaps and needs in IDP sites, organization of IDP community participatory structures and contributing to deep field coordination 
mechanisms for some locations.

Site Facilitators and 
Team Leaders98 Camps Covered by CCCM 

in Borno and Adamawa State127Individuals benefitted from CCCM 
activities in Borno and Adamawa State637,974
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CCCM Coverage

$ 3.5M
Total Required

Received

51%
Gap

49%

Funding for 2018

Focus group discussion with womens group in Rann



Supporting Camp Governance Structures

206 General Community Leadership 
(Bulamas) Committee meetings held

Women Committee meetings held212

Youth Committee meetings held96

534 Committee led activities

Camp Coordination and Service Monitoring

5 CCCM Site Tracker Reports published.

217 WASH Committee meetings facilitated

100 Health Committee meetings 
facilitated

154 Food Committee meetings facilitated

Shelter Committee meetings 
facilitated138
Livelihood Committee meetings 
facilitated48
Education Committee meetings 
facilitated95

43 site management meetings facilitated

camp coordination meeting with partners at 
LGA level led by IOM132

Facilitate participatory selection of various IDP camp committees to enable the IDPs to actively contribute to all camp activities and 
enable them to assume ownership.

Facilitate regular coordination meetings with partners and IDP 
representatives to enable improved information sharing. 
Monitoring quantity and quality of humanitarian services 
provided to the IDP populations and flagging major gaps to 
enable speedy response.

FGD with womens group in Gwoza

Provision of tools for site maintenance
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On the job training sessions for WASH 
Committees97

148 Training sessions on shelter maintenance 
and flood mitigation

362 Fire sensitisation campaigns

Hygiene promotion activities384
CCCM training sessions to site committees56

Training and Sensitization

Training on the roles and responsibilities of IDP leaders to equip them with relevant knowledge and skills related to their displacement 
status. The trainings include flood mitigation and shelter maintenance among others. Conduct various awareness campaigns on GBV, 
fire preparedness and hygiene promotion.

Communications with Communities (CwC)

Use diverse and culturally acceptable mediums to communicate messages to the IDPs and receive feedback from them. These 
include IEC material distribution, Focus Group Discussions and Suggestion Boxes among others.

58 suggestions boxes installed and in 
use.

149
awareness and sensitization 
campaigns conducted.

1,634
sessions of attending to complaints from 
IDPs and their leaders

IOM information desk in Bama GSSSS camp

Reception Centres

Assistance and protection services provided to newly-arrived displaced populations.

Bama IDP reception center: Activities in the reception center formally started in January 2018. SEMA and other partners have been 
providing support and specialized services to new arrivals. Partners provide services such as Sexual Reproductive Health, GBV, 
Distribution of Dignity Kits for Pregnant and Lactating Mothers, Sensitization on facilities available, Hygiene kits, General protection, 
Nutrition Screening, fire sensitization, etc. From January to date, 1,978 IND's from 733 HH's were given Wet Feeding (Emergency 
Food assistance) by AIPD, a partner of UNHCR.

Fire Safety (Sensitization) had also been carried out on several occasions at reception center when there are new arrivals. 

Visitors are often received at the reception center and briefings are also often done at the site. One of the recent visit is that of the 
Honourable Minister of International Development and la Francophonie’, Canada, Marie-Claude Bibeau, the Canadian Ambassador 
to Nigeria,  Ambassador Christopher Thornley, Governor of Borno Alh. Shettima Ibrahim and other dignitaries. Notably, UN-DSG 
Amina Mohammed visited the center on 11th January and was briefed of the activities by all partners.

IOM allocates shelters for IDPs relocated from Bama General 
Hospital Camp to Bama GSSSS camp
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Complaints and Feedback Mechanisms (CFM)

Accountability to Affected Populations remains at the centrality of IOM humanitarian response programming. In northeast 
Nigeria, feedback boxes are being used by IOM to get the views of displaced populations on the protection, assistance and 
service delivery in displacement sites. This is in line with the IOM’s endeavor to continuously improve the quality of life of 
displaced persons during their displacement. Below is the dashboard of the CFM report and an analysis of feedback and 
complaints received from IDPs.
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The CCCM team leaders and CwC focal points open the feedback 
boxes on a date that is announced beforehand. The date is announce 
for the purpose of transparency of the process. The CCCM Project 
Assistant responsible for Communication with Communities (CwC) 
collates all feedback/complaints received from different sites and 
locations through the complaint/ feedback form present at all sites and 
accessible to all camp population. 

The CwC assistant separates the feedback by sector before entering the 
details in the CwC tracking tool. 

The feedbacks are recorded in the CwC tracking tool.

Every month, the Feedback Tracking tool is shared with CCCM 
management, Protection officer and AAP partners. Further 
dissemination and referrals to relevant sectors are conducted along with 
overview of analysis on trends and needs.

Based on response received from partners, the CwC assistant in close 
coordination with the camp managers convey the feedback to the 
community via committee meetings and individual key informant 
feedback. 

For the complaints process, the tracking and referral process differs. 
Complaints have to be regarded as valid before inputting them into the 
tracking system, meaning they are within the ability of partners to 
address. Once this has been validated by the CwC assistant the 
process is initiated.

A non-sensitive complaint is processed by CCCM in coordination with 
other partners and camp management. 

A sensitive complaint is typically a complaint about corruption, sexual 
exploitation or abuse, gross misconduct or malpractice. Due to the 
nature of the complaint, protection specialists are in better position to 
investigate and process such complaints.

Sensitive complaints related to GBV will be responded to through the 
GBV referral mechanism in collaboration with IOM Mental Health and 
Psycho Social Support (MHPSS) unit if its services are present on site 
or other protection or GBV partners in the absence of IOM MHPSS on 
site.  

The CwC Assistant is responsible for the overall consolidation of 
complaints to be referred to various humanitarian agencies while the 
CCCM management and protection officer handles all referrals to 
various humanitarian agencies.

Timely feedback is provided to the IDPs through public meetings with 
IDP leaders while Individual feedback is provided on individual basis. 
Confidentiality is maintained for all our feedback.
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6,562
complaints referred

33.5% 

WASH, Shelter/ 

NFI

30.5% 

Health, Food

11.3% 

Education

11.3% 

Protection, 

Livelihood

31 Communication Centres

Cases referred 6,562
Average number of complaint received 
per week 820

17 CFM staff deployed
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1. Rann, Damboa, Dikwa and Pulka have IDP sites that are congested but advocacy for more land is being done through the 
CCCM sector working group.

2. Fire accidents in various site have been on the increase and one of the mitigation measure being implemented is the set-up 
of fire stations which have basic fire-fighting tools in most of the camps.

3. Continued insecurity limits movements of IOM CCCM mobile teams which necessitates heightened security monitoring.

4. There is also a need to improve the lead time for responding to gaps and needs reported in IDP sites. IOM striving to ensure 
timely publication of CCCM Site Tracker Reports which highlight major gaps and needs in various IDP sites. 

Challenges and Actions Taken

IOM’s CCCM Team Leader in Monguno, during a 
site visit in the month of March 2018 to assess needs 
and gather feedback, received a complaint from a 
woman who had recently given birth. Amina Ali, who 
was about 30 years old was struggling to breastfeed 
her new born child and was unsure of what to do. 
IOM’s CCCM Monguno Team Leader immediately 
referred the affected woman to an IRC clinic on site 
where she received free medication and treatment. 
Amina Ali is now faring well and able to breastfeed 
her child.

CCCM activities are supported by:

For more information contact:  mmugogo@iom.int +234 (0) 812 1565 300 | fdiab@iom.int +234 (0) 907 5070 001

CFM Success Story
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